The Institute for Science Information (ISI) has generated two lists of citation information for astronomers that are restricted both as to the years surveyed for the cited papers, and the years surveyed for the citing papers. These databases are unique among the electronically-available citation data in their restrictions of both citing and cited years. The main list (P&A-100) gives citation data for 62,813 physicists and astronomers whose journal papers were cited 100 times Astronomer names were selected from those given in the P&A-100 list using various sources, including the 1998 AAS Membership Directory, the names from the AST-top-papers list, the list of astronomers honored by the AAS, National Academy of Sciences and the Nobel Prize Committee, and the knowledge of this writer. From this work an Astronomy Citation Database has been constructed, containing citation data for 6331+ astronomers. Various problems, both substantial and subtle, of producing a reasonably fair citation database from either the data supplied by the ISI to this author, or from the Web, are detailed. Chief among these are whether to assign either parital or full credit for each author on a given paper.
INTRODUCTION
For the past several decades, we in astronomy have relied on the Science Citation Index, as compiled and published by the Institute for Science Information (ISI), as our source for citation statistics of our papers. At the dawn of the 21st Century, we in astronomy are becoming more and more reliant on electronic databases for the papers we read, and for the citation statistics on those papers. The two main internet sites we access for listings of our published papers (as opposed to preprints) are the Astrophysics Data System (ADS) (adsabs.harvard.edu) and the Institute for Science Information's (ISI) Science Citation Index (www.webofscience.com).
Indeed, the Science Library at our University no longer subscribes to the ISI's printed Science Citation Index; rather there is now complete reliance on the ISI's web-accessible Web of Science. Yet, as this author has discovered during the research conducted for this paper, many of us do not clearly understand the contraints and limitations of either the hard-copy Science Citation Index and the new Web of Science.
However, what prompted the research done in this paper was the a new kind of citation analysis produced by the ISI research group over the past few years. At least two new citation lists were generated by the ISI research group before this author contacted them: A list of the chemists cited 500 times or more and a similar list for physicists/astronomers. Each list differs from what we can access either from the Web of Science or from the hard-copy Science Citation Index, in that time intevals for both citing and cited papers are specified.
A French chemist, Dr. Armel Le Bail (Laboratoire des Flouresces, CNRS, ESA) purchased the ISI's -6 -the time period January, 1981 January, (1981 through June, 1997 June, (1997 , for papers published in the same journals during the same time period (hereafter referred to as the "P&A-100" list). Note that what the ISI provides in its databases is literally a last name and first initial(s), without uniquely identifying that name, per se, with an actual individual.
Separately, Dr. Pendelbury's group has generated a list of the top 200 papers cited in astronomy each year from 1981 ("High Impact Papers in Astronomy, 1981 ; hereafter referred to as the "AST-top-papers" list) from a set of astronomer-used journals (see Table 1 ), for citations made up to 1998.0. Among the 3,200 papers in this database are 5,035 astronomer ISI "names." For the purposes of this paper alone, the ISI has given this author access to these two databases, and it is from these datasets that this author has compiled the citation data in this paper for astronomers. In return, this author has communicated to the ISI the various issues one finds when one attempts to do a complete survey of citations for scientists in a relatively well-defined field of study, such as our own.
Abbreviations for the journals used for the ISI P&A-100 list are given in Table 1 , divided into four classes (ISI code in parentheses): space science (SP), condensed matter and applied physics (APP), optical and acoustic (O/A) and general physics (PHS) . Essentially all of the standard journals in which astronomers publish their papers are in the SP category. The journal abbreviations come from both the Astrophysical Data System (ADS) (generally mixed upper and lower case letters) and from the ISI (an 11-character code, all capital letters). Those SP journals whose abbrevations are given in bold letters in Table 1 are used for the AST-top-papers database. As is evident, the AST-top-papers list employs the "usual" astronomy journals, so the "names" in that database can be all considered as those of astronomers for this analysis. In contrast, the P&A-100 list includes all of the journals in Table 1 , and thus includes far more physicists than astronomers (as is evident from the marked contrast in numbers of names in the two lists).
Both the ISI databases have limitations placed upon them in terms of how the ISI does its business in handling certain well-known "sticky" citation analysis issues:
First, no meeting papers or books are used for these compilations, either for the cited papers or the citing papers. Indeed, if you currently use the Web of Science's "Cited Search" option, you have to specify at least the first author of any article for that search to bear fruit (more discussion on the issues of using this webpage in Secs. 2.4-2.7). The ISI is not alone in making apparently draconian decisions about meeting papers. The ADS also tends to list only a few authors on multi-authored meeting papers, as well as for many journal papers published pre-electronic submission (see Secs. 2.4-2.7). It is apparently difficult for -7 -electronic databases to account for authorship of meeting papers/catalogs/books or multi-authored papers, in their citation statistics for scientists.
Second, while the authorship of a paper that is cited comes from the cited paper itself (minimizing spelling errors of authors' names), the citation for that paper comes from the citing paper. Human error being as it is, citations in the citing papers can sometimes be in error. This leads to what is, in effect, a random error for the citations that is proportional to the number of citations for a given paper (i.e., more hands in the pot, more likely an error). An estimate of this random error will be made in Sec. 2.6. Third, only the first 16 authors of a given journal paper are used in the two ISI databases used here.
This decision was made by the ISI in the interests of economy, and from the fact that relatively few physics/astronomy papers have many authors. Fortunately, one can use the AST-top-papers list to make corrections to the P&A-100 list to account for this exclusion (Sec. 2.2) so that the resulting error in citation statistics is neglgible.
Fourth, the long-standing decision of the ISI is that every author of a paper be given full credit for that paper. Whether or not one agrees with this decision, this is what you get when you access the Web of Science or the ADS for citation purposes. Whether or not this author (or a reader of this paper) agrees with this decision by ISI or not, this is what the ISI does to generate the Web of Science and the data lists used in the present analysis. It is also in keeping with the philosophy they used for the hard-copy Science Citation Index, but could not completely employ in that presentation mode. This important issue is discussed in detail in Sec. 2.4. Fifth, the lists are not lists of individual astronomers and physicists, but, as stated above, the "names" as given on their papers. These "names" uniformly have a last name and first initial(s) only. In cross-correlating these two datasets with lists of actual astronomers, name confusion is inevitable if all we have for identification are the ISI names. Many people share the same last names and first initial(s).
A Step-by-Step Name Search Process
The two ISI databases provide citation data for astronomers in a complementary way. Comparison of the names of astronomers in the AST-top-papers list with those in the P&A-100 list shows that not all astronomers who have 100 or more citations are included in the P&A-100 list, owing to the multi-author problem ("sticky" issue 3, above). Comparison of the names of astronomers in the AST-top-papers list to -8 -those in the AAS 1998 Membership Directory finds many astronomers not in the AAS Directory. Hence, by using the P&A-100 list as the primary data source, and the AST-top-papers list as the secondary data source, we can assemble a more complete citation database for astronomers than by using either ISI database alone. The assembly of the citation database for astronomers was done through five time-consuming steps, using all of the information, both written and electronic, available to this author.
Step 1. The names of astronomers in the 1998 AAS Membership Directory were compared with the last names, first initial(s) in the P&A-100 list. Those in common were noted. The AAS Directory was used as this is the only membership directory for astronomers generally available.
Step 2. For each of the found "names," a web search was made using the ADS to see whether more than one person, physicist or astronomer, could have that "name." The ADS was used for this search, as it gives, in many cases, first names for individuals. Depending on what was found on the ADS, the listed "name" was either uniquely assigned to an astronomer, or that "name" was marked as confused with other astronomers/physicists. At this point in the process, a preliminary Astonomy Citation Database (ACD) was assembled (∼ 3600 names).
Step 3. To help overcome the obvious AAS-driven, North American bias in the preliminary ACD, the "names" of astronomers in the AST-top-paper list were compared to the names in both the P&A-100 list and in the preliminary ACD. Those AST-top-papers "names" found in the P&A-100 list but not yet in the ACD were added to the ACD via the same Web search process as in Step 2 above (∼ 2500 names).
Step 4. To overcome the 16 author/paper limit of the ISI databases, a search was made of all papers (105) in the AST-top-papers list that had more than 16 authors. These included papers with as few as 15 citations and as many as 908 citations. The remaining authors on these papers were then found either by looking up the paper on the Web of Science or from the actual hardcopy of the journal. As before, the additional data for astronomers was added into the ACD via the process outlined in Step 2. The citation data for new astronomers (∼ 170) found by this process, and the citation data that was added to astronomers already on the ACD, are noted as "A16" in the ACD.
Step 5. We generated a list of astronomers (278) honored by the AAS since 1949, honored by the Nobel Committee and/or who are current members of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences. Any astronomer in this list not already in the existing ACD (∼ 50) was added to that list if the astronomer's name was also in the P&A-100 list.
-9 -The citation data from the two ISI databases were modified in just one way to handle the special cases of three well-used data catalogs that were published during the cited time period (1981.0 to 1997.5 
the Third Reference Catalog of Bright Galaxies (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991) , the Revised Shapley Ames Catalog (Sandage & Tammann 1981 ) and the Bright Star Catalog (Hoffleit 1982) . The printed Science Citation Index and the Web of Science were both used to estimate (±100) the number of citations to add for these catalogs for the individuals involved: 1000 citations for the Third Reference Catalog, 1250 citations for the Revised Shapley-Ames Catalogs, and 1395 citations for the Bright Star Catalog. Citation data for these catalogs follow the same rules as for the citation data in the ISI lists -only the those citations as given in papers in refereed journals during the stated citing time period.
Name Search Leads to Name Confusion
The ISI procedure of taking the names of the authors from the papers cited, rather than from the citing papers eliminates most, but not quite all, spelling errors. Of the few specific instances of misspelling caught by this author in the two ISI databases, most have been fixed by the ISI. There still remain three individuals whose names that are likely mispelled in the journal proceedings (or mis-scanned by the ISI): RP Kirshner/Kirschner; A Dyachkov/Dyatchkov; H Luhr/Luehr. The case of RP Kirshner is curious, as in 1998, the ADS recognized that both spellings are associated with the same person. As such, while citations are added together for Kirshner/Kirschner, the numbers of papers cited is kept at the value listed for Kirshner. In the cases of A Dyachkov and H Luhr, the mispellings are quite evident, so the papers and citations for both spellings are added together.
The same person can also have different last names, owing to marraige. Four persons having two names in the databases were so identified (with kind aid from V. Trimble): J Bland-Hawthorn/Bland, MJ Rieke/Lebofsky, S Viegas-Aldrovandi/Aldrovandi and S Collin-Souffrin/Collin. The citation data for the first three of these astronomers were added together, as the different names are on different papers. The citation data for S Collin-Souffrin cannot be added together with those for S Collin, as the S Collin name is confused with that of another astronomer as well as with names of physicists.
In an attempt to disentangle as much of the name confusion as possible, this writer took advantage of an aspect of the ADS website that is apparently not yet available on the Web of Science website: The ADS website will search all names using the string of letters it is given, and will do so for an exact name match even if you do not give the whole name. Moreover, the ADS will often give the first names of the -10 -individuals found. As such, it was possible to search both the astronomy and the physics ADS websites for each ISI "name" suspected to be name-confused. This search was eventually done for almost all "names" thought to be those of an astronomer. When an unambiguous first name is found for a last name having only one first initial, that first name is noted in the ACD. In addition, all last names that are in fairly common usage were searched for name confusion for all sets of first initials. Some name confusion was solved by comparing citation data for astronomers as obtained from the P&A-100 list with those obtained for the same astronomers in the AST-top-papers list. In the former list, astronmers and physicists can have their names confused; such is not the case in the latter list.
It was quickly found in this analysis that some astronomers are listed under two or more sets of initials in the ISI databases (e.g. JP Huchra also commonly has J Huchra on his papers). In the 357 cases currently in the ACD for which this writer could identify the author's last name with two or more sets of first initials, and that set of initials/last name are all uniquely identified with an individual, the citations are summed for all sets of initials with the same last name. The number of papers is summed as well, as the ISI would find these as separate papers from those with another initial for the given last name.
Name confusion can occur for two reasons. First, many last names are common in each culture (e.g., Smith, Jones, Wang, Suzuki), so that those individuals with only one, or even two, first initials can have their names confused with those of other astronomers and, especially physicists. In certain cases, astronomers related to each other may have the same last name and first initials. Second, given that we find many astronomers using two sets of initials for their papers, we have to allow that other astronomers may do this, but that one or both sets of names they use can be confused with those of others (who also may or may not use two sets of initials). This then leads to all possible combinations of confused/unconfused names: one set of initials for a given last name uniquely identified with an individual, the other set confused; both sets of initials confused; a last name with one first initial having possible confusion with 2 or more (up to 6) names with that first initial plus different middle initials. In other words, far more than 357 astronomers publish using two or more sets of initials for their papers.
If this all sounds confusing, well, it is!
Methodology Summary
Investigating the citation data for astronomers is, indeed, a trip down the rabbit hole. To help make sense of this trip, here we answer seven questions one can ask about this kind of citation survey:
1. Which journals/meeting-proceedings/books does one choose from which to gather citations? The ISI has defined the answer. Only refereed journals as defined by the ISI (Table 1) For the AST-top-papers list, it is for papers published from 1981.0 to 1997.0, ending one year before the paper-citing period. In both cases, the cited papers are from the same journals as those that do the citing for each database. Again, it is stressed that meeting proceeding papers are neither cited nor are citations taken from them by the ISI. Hence, no meeting proceeding data are included in ACD.
4. Credit only the first author, or credit all authors on a given paper? The ISI standard practice for its Web of Science, and for its generation of citation lists is that all authors on a journal paper are credited for each paper. As stated earlier, this is not a change in ISI policy, but rather full expression the ISI policies given the freedom of the web. 5. Fractional, or unitary credit of citations for authors on multi-authored papers? The ISI gives each author of a journal paper full credit for that paper (i.e., unitary credit), up to 16 authors per paper.
6. How does one handle name confusion when only first initials and last names are available? This is handled in a complicated manner, using all available means available. The sobering fact is that even having full first names available does not completely remove the confusion issue, as many individuals also have the same first and last names.
7. What is the accuracy of the citation estimates? As dicussed below (Sec. 2.6), the random error in -12 -the ACD citations is proportional to the number of citations received, at about the 4% level. Other small, systematic effects exist as well, stemming from several different issues.
Of all of the choices that the ISI makes for its databases, the assignment of one paper credit to each author of a paper is the most-controversial. While this writer agrees with this choice, others with whom the author has discussed this paper do not. The plain fact is that any present or future study that uses the ISI citation database is using citation data which assigns each author of a paper all of the citations for that paper.
Given the lively controversy this decision by ISI has engendered among this authors colleagues, this writer feels it necessary to state why he agrees with ISI's choice in this matter. First, and foremost, this writer does not know of a universally-accepted fair way to give fractional credit. On the small sampling of astronomer colleagues, whether or not one votes for fractional credit seems to depend on whether or not one has been involved in a multi-authored paper. Those of us who have been involved in multi-astronomer projects tend to vote for giving full credit to each author of a paper. Those who have not been involved much with such projects tend to vote to give fractional credit.
Yet, if ISI, or any reader of this paper, decided to give fractional credit for the citations of a paper, how would such fractional credit be calculated? Would it be fairer to divide the number of citations strictly by numbers of authors, and give each author fractional credit? Or do we try to credit some authors (say, first author) more than others? As shown in Sec. 2.6, if we take the most straightforward way to calculate citations for individuals in a fractional sense -even division by numbers of authors -there would be substantial revision of names among the top-cited astronomer list.
Two ways we lessen the impact of our papers
In the compilation of the astronomer citation list, this author has found that getting credit for the papers you publish can be lessened in two ways.
Both the ISI databases and the ADS (Sec. 2.1) have problems in registering citations for papers published in meeting proceedings. While books and catalogs can be found in the Web of Science via a "cited reference" search of the correct first author name and year of publication, these citations come only from those made in journal papers. So, while meeting papers are cited there, these data are not incorporated into the main ISI databases. Meeting papers do not figure at all into the citations statistics for the Web of -13 -Science, nor for the two ISI databases given this author to develop the ACD.
The other way credit for citations of your paper can be harmed is if your name is either confused, or if you use more than one first initial on your papers. For those of us with common last names, especially our Asian colleagues, solving name confusion will not easy (cf. Sec. 5). If you permit your papers to be published with two or more sets of first initials, the Web of Science will put you in two or more different places, fuzzing the credit you will get for your citations. This issue was one thing when we used the Science Citation Index hardcopy, as we could easily see the two different entries. Such is not the case when you access the same data electronically. Indeed, if using electronic databases, finding citations data for an individual who uses different first initials requires knowledge aforethought that this problem exists. While someone working in the field of study can sort this problem out with a lot of effort, it is impossible for people not working in that field of study (such as the ISI personnel) to do the correct sorting.
Citation Errors: "Random" and Systematic
A "random error" infects the ISI databases owing to the manner in which the ISI gets its citations per paper: the journal volume, page number of the cited papers are taken from the citing papers. Human error being what it is, a certain percentage of those cites give the wrong journal number, wrong page number (sometime switching one for the other), confuse ApJ with ApJL or ApJS, etc. One does not discover that this can lead to errors in the ISI databases until one accesses the Web of Science, pushes on the general search button, then opt for a "cited ref search."
As opposed to the "general search" mode, "cited reference search" is best used by entering both the first author and the correct year of publication. What one then finds is a list of the citations for the papers of that author. Those that are underlined in blue you will also find in the general search. Those not highlighted either are misentered in a citing journal paper, or are referenced in citing journal papers to non-journal papers, private communications, books, catalogs, etc. In cited reference search mode you will see all of the misentered entries for a given cited paper.
This writer has accessed the cited reference search for 36 papers in Table 3 This error is strongly journal-dependent, being the most for the ApJL (with a relatively high percentage of papers not citing the journal as ApJL), and lowest for Nature and PASP.
Given that none of us publish our papers solely in one journal, a reasonable estimate for a one-sigma random error of citations in the ACD is 4%. While this random error can be corrected in principle, in practice it would be highly labor-intensive, requiring a scientist from our field to work directly with the ISI to make the corrections, paper-by-paper. As such, a one-sigma random error of 4% in the number of our citations can be viewed as the dues we pay for using the digital computers to do the citation calculations.
Several systematic errors also affect the citations in the ACD:
Omission of astronomers: Non-inclusion of astronomers at the low end of the ACD comes about in a somewhat convoluted manner. 173 astronomer names from the "A16" analysis were excluded from the ACD because the ISI names of those astronomers had fewer than 100 citations accredited to them in the A16-corrected AST-top-papers list. The AST-top-papers list references only a subset of the journals used for the P&A-100 list, of which only a subset of those papers are used. Hence, it is likely that the names of at least some of these astronomers would be in the ACD if all papers on which they are authors had been included in the P&A-100 accounting (i.e., their other papers could total up to 99 citations). As such, these 173 astronomer names are given in a separate "honorable mention" list that will be supplied electronically.
Separately, inclusion of people who became deceased during the sampled period is handled both from the memory of this writer, and through the comparison of the astronomer names in the AST-top-papers list to those in the P&A-100 list. It is not expected that many such astronomer have been omitted from the ACD. As an additional check, a scan of the full P&A-100 list by this writer of those ISI names with 3000 or more citations uncovered no other astronomer names than those given in the ACD.
Wrong papers: One can compare the authors on the papers in Table 3 to the astronomer names in Table 2 , to see that papers that publish wrong results do not substantially contribute to the citations for these astronomers. Moreover, one can verify that very few of the 3000+ astronomers in the top half of the ACD have reputations built on the publication of wrong papers. The conclusion of this paper is that citation of wrong papers negligibly influences the citation statistics.
Self-citation: The present available websites make it difficult to quantiatively assess the effect of -15 -self-citations on the citations for a given astronomer. What is important here is the variance around the percentage of our citations that are our own papers, as this is something we all do. On can most directly assess this for individual papers, which this writer has done for about a dozen, many-cited papers. The result of this non-statistical sampling is these papers self-cite in the range 3-15%, with a mean about 8%. Since it is variance about this mean that affects the citations of one astronomer vs. another, we can expect a variance of 5-7% in citations that can be ascribed to self-citation. Whether or not to assign a "self-citation" variance of ∼ 6% to the ACD data (to then be added in quadrature to the random error estimate of 4%) is a matter of choice. As with giving/not giving full citation credit for each author of a paper, honest people can differ on whether or not to account for self-citation variance in the ACD.
Fractional or Full Credit: While a scientifically correct test of this issue cannot be made from either the Web of Science (no restriction on citing years) or from the two ISI databases. As such, compiling a list that is complete as the ACD that gives only fractional author credit is impossible without the full cooperation of the ISI. Nonetheless, an illustrative differential test can be made using the data in the AST-top-papers list. This writer took the top 13 individuals cited in the AST-top-papers list (which are not necessarily the same as the top-cited authors in the ACD), and counted the number of authors of each paper for each individual, as well as counted the number of papers that individual was first author, and the number of papers the name of that individual was placed in alphabetical order (for papers with 3 or more authors).
To this list this writer added the same data for three other astronomers known to this writer to mainly publish significant, single-authored papers.
For a first test, fractional credit was given by dividing the number of citations for each paper by the number of authors on that paper, and then summing the fractional credit for each individual. The ratio of (fractional citations/full citations) so obtained ranged from 0.05 (for an individual publishing mainly with large groups) to 1.00 (for an individual with 2 sole-authored papers), with a median of 0.30. If these 15 individuals were the only ones in the database, a substantial reordering would be done from the full citation credit list. The net result would be to keep 7 of the 13 top-cited individuals in the top positions, but move 6 individuals from lower on the full credit list to near the top of the fractional credit list.
For a second test, we find the ratio of papers for which the author is first or sole, to the number of individual's papers included in the AST-top-papers list. This ratio varies from a high of 1.00 to a low of 0.067, with a median of 0.27. If we then would calculate fractional credit by giving more credit to the first author of a paper, the order of listing of individuals would be different from that of either full credit or -16 -strict fractional credit lists.
The bottom line here is that there is simply no way one can calculate the number of citations for individuals that everyone can agree with. Depending on which way one chooses, the result will be different.
Rather, given the now wide-spread use of the Web of Science, it seems most logical to accept the practices of the ISI in this regard in giving full citation credit to each author on a given paper.
Interestingly, how the ISI has presented its database has been a product of techonology. From the start, for the the printed Science Citation Index, ISI obviously had to make hard choices of how to present data, both in number of letters for names and number of authors per paper used. One choice that was made for the printed version was to list papers under only first authors in the Author part of the Index. All authors of a paper (up to an author limit given in the Index explanations of that year/summary list) would then be referenced to the each paper in the Source part of the Index. As such, previous investigations of citation-related issues would, indeed, have just found first-authored papers if only the Author part of the Index was used.
In contrast, the Web of Science now permits the ISI to show all of its data for each author. This means that when one accesses a given author name, one gets the full citations for each paper that author is on, not just the ones for which that author is first. The ISI notes such other papers by preferencing the Web-cited reference with several dots.
In summary, errors in data lists are introduced due to human error or human choice, whether using a computer or not. When data lists are of numbers, errors or choices are one thing; when data lists are of the accomplishments of real people, errors or choices are quite another thing. It is likely that human errors of omission and comission in ACD exist. Unforunately, there is no easy way for this writer to find all of them.
The most serious of the likely systematic errors in the ACD concern exclusion of astronomers from the list, while the random errors of citations in the list are at about the 4% level (modulo accounting/non-accounting for 6% self-citation variance). The most intractable issue is to whether or not give full citation credit to each author. Whether or not one views this as an error in the data base depends on ones opinion. Interestingly, if one had only used the Author section of the hard-copy Science Citation Index in past years, one would have only found those papers for which the author was first.
While the current version of the ACD has been constructed to be as complete as possible, it is the ongoing aim of this writer to make this list as complete and accurate as is reasonably possible. Given that the time periods of citing and cited papers are fixed, this is doable. Towards this end, the reader is -17 -encouraged to contact this writer if the reader feels a name should be in the ACD that is not, of if one feels the data entered for a person is badly in error. All such cases will be addressed individually by this author and corrections to the ACD made, if warranted.
Are the ISI Lists the Best We Can Do?
The ISI lists do something important that this writer has not yet found among the available websites or in written form: Specify both a time interval for when the papers are published and a time interval for when the papers citing those papers are published, and sum all of the found citations per author name.
This permits "snapshots" in time of citations to be assembled, of which the current ACD is just the first.
The Web of Science gives the number of citations per paper, but not per author for that year. This latter number is something one would have to manually extract from the information given. The Web of Science also does not currently permit the citing years to be restricted. As such, when checking for the random error problem (Sec. 2.4), one could only assess the errant citations against ISI-registered citations at the current time. However, a specific interval for the years the papers of an astronmer were published can be specified. Hence, what one gets is a running number of all citations of a given paper up until the date you access the citation information. In absence of a world-wide directory for astronomers, It is essentially impossible to predefine all astronomer names to do the kind of analysis with the Web of Science that one can do with the P&A-100 and AST-top-papers databases.
The ADS website has a button one can push which will give the total citations per astronomer from their database (such a button is not available for the physicist webpage, though). By pushing this button you get a summary total of citations for that astronomer, and a list of the citing papers, but not the number of citations per paper, nor the number of cited papers, nor a list of cited journals/meetings/etc. A perusal of citing papers for several individuals indicates that papers in meeting proceedings are only included in the ADS list if those proceedings could be accessed electronically. Combine this with the problems the ADS has in listing authors for multi-authored, pre-electronic submission papers, the citation information one gathers from the ADS website has more systematic problems within it than that we can get from the ISI website. As with the current ISI website, the current ADS does not permit defining a specific range of years for citing papers.
Comparing numbers of citations for astronomers between the P&A-100 and AST-top-papers lists shows that the P&A-100 list always has more citations, with comparable citations for the most-cited individuals.
This indicates that the half-year sampling advantage of the AST-top-papers list is more than compensated by the greater completeness of the P&A-100 list in terms of journals covered. Suprisingly, it is also found that the ADS citations are generally less than those of the P&A-100 list for the same astronomer (at least in late 1999). This difference could be a result of referencing only a restricted number of journals (the ADS currently accesses only astronomy journals for astronomers, as does the AST-top-papers list).
THE DATA PRODUCTS

The Astronomy Citation Database (ACD)
The Astronomy Citation Database (ACD) is comprised of the names of actual astronomers that are associated with the "names" in the P&A-100 and AST-top-papers. For each associated astronomer name we give the "name" as given in the ISI databases: last name used (ISI format without hyphens), first initial(s); the total number of citations received, the total number of papers cited, and the average citation/paper (cite/pap). Each author of a paper is given full credit for the citations of that paper. First names are given for those astronomers for which first names are known/could be found. The citation data are adjusted for the "A16" issue, the three specified data catalogs (Sec. 2.2), the changed/mispelled names, and for those individuals who use two or more first initials. All additions to the citation data from the P&A-100 list are noted for the P&A-100 "name" commonly used for that astronomer. Note that when the P&A-100 citation data has been modified for a given "name," the added data are specified as well. If one wishes to see the original P&A-100 data for a given person, subtract the number of citations and number of papers that were added.
For statistical purposes we divide the ACD into three subsets, owing to the degree to which each ISI "name" can be associated with a unique astronomer: "Unique-One:" These are the astronmers whose last names and first initial(s) are unambiguosly associated with a single, identifiable person. These are most often authors whose names have two or more first initials and those with uncommon last names. The term "unique" here refers to the fact that a unique person is identified with a unique last name and first set of initial(s). There are 4558 "unique-one" astronomers in the ACD. "Unique-Two:" These are the astronomers whose last names are unambiguously associated with two -19 -or more sets of first initials. Again, the use of the word "unique" here denotes association with a unique, identifiable person. While there are 357 "unique-two" astronomers the ACD, the number of astronomers using two or more first initials for their papers is likely much more. "Confused-Named:" These are the 1416 cases for which unique ownership of a given last name and first initial(s) is intrinsically confused. Here the term "name" literally means a "name," not a unique person. As stated earlier, name confusion occurs both because a particular last name is confused for the first initial(s) used, or because one set of initials for an individual is confused, but another set is not (the other side of the "unique-two" issue). Of the names that are confused among astronomers and/or physicists, 390 combine one version of the name confused, and the other version uniquely-identified. Hence the same person might be found in two places in the ACD. In addition, there are 94 others pairs of names that have the same last name, two sets of first initials, and both sets of initials/names are confused among those of astronomers and/or physicists. Finally, there are 35 sets in which one name with one first initial can combine with 2 or more names with the same first initial but different middle initials, and all sets of this name are confused among astronomers and/or physicists. Hence, nearly half of the confused-named cases in the ACD could involve confusion among "unique-two"-related issues. (Again, sorting through confused names is confusing!)
To the main ACD we add an "honorable mention" list comprised of the available AST-top-papers citation data for 173 astronomer names from the "A16" analysis whose names were not found in the P&A-100 list (cf. Sec. 2.6).
The full ACD is provided in electronic form from this writer, and will be made available through the Astrophysics Data Center. For the purposes of further statistics, in Table 2 we publish those unique-named and confused-name astronomers cited 3000 times or more. It is possible to separate out those names least-confused for top-cited astronomers in two ways. First, compare the number of citations between the P&A-100 list and the AST-top-papers list. Second, in the case of physicist-related name confusion, use the ADS and the P&A-100 list to check for citations of co-authors on physics papers. These tests have only been applied for those "names" with 3000 or more citations. Astronomers with confused names who have a large ratio of AST-top-papers citations to P&A-100 citations, and are not found to have much physics confusion, are designated as "Cg." The Cg designation indicates that while the astronomer's name is confused, a substantial number of citations, if not the vast majority, are for the identified astronomer.
In addition, there are also several possible persons that could be among those with 3000 or more The data in Table 2 are divided by ACD subset, in descending order of number of citations/name: Column (1) -the last name of the astronomer, no spaces/hyphens, in the ISI standard format for last names; (2) -the first initial(s) of that name (most commonly cited in the case of names in the "unique-two" subset); (3) -the citation/paper ratio (cite/pap); (4) -the number of papers cited, including all papers that can be attributed to the individual or name; (5) -the total number of citations for these papers; (6) -Typ is the sample into which author is placed (1 = "unique-one," 2 = "unique-two," C = "confused-named", and Cg as explained above); (7) -life-time honor awards: Nobel prize, National Academy membership, Russell prize, Heineman Prize, with the last two digits of the year awarded given with the code; (8) -country of citizenship, other than U.S.A., coded as given in Section 4; (9) -comments, including: for astronomers in the "unique-two" subset, the other initial(s) used by the author (including mispellings), and for two names (N/NZ Scoville and R/RS Ellis, the fact they were put into the Unique-2 category is based on comparison of P&A-100 to AST-top-papers citations); for astronomers in the "unique-one" subset, first names and middle initials (if any) for those astronomers using just one first initial, papers added due to mispelling of last name (+sp:); added catalog citations (+ca:); and corrections for the "A16" flaw in the original ISI databases. The "confused-named" subsets give the first names of the astronomers having this/these initial(s) (if the names easily fit into the table), as well as an indication ("+ others") if there are physicists with the same last name and set of first initial(s).
Top Ten Astronomy Papers Cited, 1981-1996
While the full list of 3200 papers in the AST-top-papers list is an item the ISI has made available for purchase only ($1995) , the ISI has given this author permission to print the top 10 papers cited for each year. Table 3 does so for the years 1981-1996 in standard reference format: Column (1) given the number of citations for that paper; (2) the absolute ranking of the paper in the full list of 3200 top-200 cited papers of each year sampled (if number of citations/paper is 90 or over, this is an absolute ranking; if less than this number, no absolute ranking is given, as the AST-top-papers list is not complete for papers with 89 -21 -citations or less); (3) the ranking within a given year; (4) the standard astronomical reference for the paper, using the "et al." for other authors when the number of authors exceeds five (NCC is NUOV CIM C = Nuovo Cimento della Soc. Italiana di Fisica C, Geophysics); (5) the year of publication; (6) the journal in which the paper was published; (7) the journal volume; and (8) the starting page number.
The Honored Few
We in the U.S.A. astronomical community have developed a large number of ways to honor those among us who we feel have done outstanding work in their scientific fields. These awards are separate from that considered the ultimate of our profession -the Nobel Prize. As such, we can go further in our comparison of citations to honors than can likely be done in other fields (cf. the Nobel prize comparison for chemist made by Garfield & Welljams-Dorof 1992) . While honors are not awarded solely on the basis of numbers of citations, it is certainly the case that the more our papers are cited, the more likely our work is known to others. As such, one expects a good correlation between the names of those astronomers who have been honored and those most cited. The ACD was partly assembled to test this hypothesis. Table 2 for individuals so-honored by them, the electronically-available ACD lists all of the awards given by the AAS and its divisions. Table 4 . The adopted procedure of handling the number of papers for the unique-two astronomers is verified by the fact that the unique-two authors have a satistically higher cite/pap ratio than do the unique-one authors. This confirms the choice of adding together both papers and citations for unique-two astronomers.
In contrast, it is to be expected that the confused-named subset have a signficantly lower cite/pap ratio than the subset of unique-one astronomers.
As shown in Figure 1b , the distribution of the number of citations is nearly identical for the astronomers in the unique-one and confused-named subsets, but skews to signficantly higher values for those in the unique-two subsett. In Figure 1c we see that the numbers of papers cited have the lowest distribution for unique-one astronomers, but are of comparable higher values for the confused-named and unique-two astronomers (note the relatively large number of confused names with 300 or more papers).
Confused-named astronomers have a systematically lower cite/pap ratio than either of the unique-listed astronomers, while having a similar distribution of numbers of citations as those in the unique-one list. This difference was noted early in the analysis and was used to help seek out confused names by investigating the ownership of those names with low cite/pap ratios. The most cited names in the ACD are those astronomers with asian names whose ISI names are multiply-confused, even among astronomers.
The big surprise of this analysis is the finding that the statistics for the unique-two astronomers exceed those for the unique-one astronomers in all three catagories. This difference is also seen when median values for these parameters are compared: The median values for number of citations are 386, 430 and 863 for unique-one, confused-named, and unique-two astronomers, respectively. Similarly, the median values for -23 -papers cited are 24, 39 and 38, and for cite/pap are 18.4, 11.8 and 24.2.
Part of the difference in the citation pattern for unique-one authors vs. unique-two authors is consistent with the idea that the median value of citations is likely be twice for people cited in two places in the original list, compared to that for people cited only once. This is true for the numbers of citations, as the median value for unique-two authors (863) is nearly twice the median value for unique-one authors (386). This, however, does not explain the difference in cite/pap ratio between unique-one and unique-two astronomers. Moreover, examination of the astronomer names in the unique-two subset shows that many are well-known astronomers whose papers are generally highly regarded.
We are forced to conclude that real differences exist between the citation patterns for unique-two astronomers versus those for unique-one astronomers. Why this is so is open to speculation. Is it possible the confidence a person has in giving two sets of initials for her/his papers is related to how useful the papers are for astronomy? Or is this more a product that a person collaborating with other individuals puts his/her on the paper without verifying how her/his name is given? Explaining this result is beyond the scope of this paper, and likely would involve sociologists more than astronomers.
Honors versus Citations
As enumerated earlier (Section 3.3), 237 of the 278 astrophysicists in the honored list are also included in the citation list. Following what was done for the chemist list by Dr. Pendlebury, we concentrate on how the most-cited people in each subset of the ACD (unique-one, unique-two, confused-named) have been honored; i.e., those astronomers listed in Table 2 . This list includes 54 astronomers in the unique-one category (top 1.2%); 22 astronomers in the unique-two category (top 6.2%) and 51 astronomers in the confused-name category (top 3.6%), of which 12 can be placed in the Cg category.
The honors received by each person are coded after the citation information by letter code with the last two digits of the date awarded by the code (many of which are seen in Table 2 , all of which are used in the full table of honored individuals that will be made electronically available): International: NOB = Nobel Prize; National, NAS = member of the National Academy of Sciences; R = Henry Norris Russell Prize, H = Heinemann Prize.
We will view the relationship between honors and citations from the direction of first selecting on citations. This is because name-confusion fuzzes the numbers to which we might compare for unique-two -24 -astronomers versus the other two categories. Until such name confusion is settled, the only valid statistics go from citations to honors, not the other way around. A glance at Table 2 pretty much tells the whole story. While only 1 of 22 Unique-Two astronomers (4.6%), and only 2 of 51 full-confused-named astronomers (3.9%) have been given lifetime honors, 17 of 54 unique-one astronomers (31.5%) and four of 12 Cg astronomers (33.3%) have been so-honored. Similarly, of 56 non-U.S. astronomers, 3 (5.4%) have been so-honored, compared to 21 of 71 U.S. astronomers (29.6%) so-honored. Finally, while 24 of the 127 astronomers/names cited 3000 times or more are so-honored (18.9%), only 78 of the 6204 astronomers/names (1.3%) are so-honored.
The data in Table 2 and in the ACD tell the following story: To first order, the number of citations your papers receive are, indeed, reasonably correlated with whether you are honored by your peers. To second order, whether or not an individual with high numbers of citations has been honored to date is a function of several variables: into which citation subset (unique-one, unique-two or confused) her/his name falls; how many citations that person has; and from what country that person mostly does his/her work. This last effect is understandable, as most of the honors listed in Table 2 are given by the Amercian Astronomical Society and the U.S. National Academy of Sciences.
Summary and A Modest Proposal
An Astronomy Citation Database (ACD) has been assembled, which gives the number of citations, papers cited and the cite/pap ratio for 6331+ astronomers for a 16.5 year shapshot of time. These data correspond to citation information assembled by the Institute for Science Information (ISI) for astronomers and physicists for papers published in the years 1981-1997.0, as cited in papers published in 1981-1997.5 .
The data for the astronomy list was assembled from two databases given to this writer by the ISI. One list (P&A-100) contains citation data for 62,813 physics and astronomy ISI "names" cited 100 or more times during the specific intervals. The other list (AST-top-papers) contains both citation data for the 200 most-cited papers published each year in astronomy during 1981-1996, as well as for the astronomy-related citations for 5,035 astronomer names from those papers.
The databases given to this author by the ISI give full citation credit to each author for each of her/his papers, whether first author or not, whether multi-authored or not. This is also the methodology used for ISI's Web of Science. While the methodology of the ISI in this regard has not changed over the years, how it presents its data has. In particular, users familiar with the hard-copy Science Citation Index will note -25 -that only papers on which you are a first author are listed in the Author section, while all papers on which you were an author (first or not) are given the Source section. As such, readers should be aware that the ISI Web of Science now gives full credit for the citations for all papers on which each of us is an author, but only for refereed journals listed from their list of sampled journals (cf. Table 1 ).
In order to make sense of these citation data, this writer had to engage in a series of laborious, time-consuming tasks. These tasks also involved discovering and correcting for a number of biases in the original data lists, some of which are inherent to any electronically-assembled database.
The main file for ACD is divided into three subsets: 4558 "unique-one" astronomers (those whose names are uniquely identified with individuals); 357 "unique-two" astronomers (those whose last names are cited with two or more sets of first initials); and 1416 "confused-named" astronomers (those with names and initials that are confused with those of other astronomers and/or physicists). The use of the word "unique" to name two of the subsets refers to the fact that these are names singly assigned to an individual astronomer. Such is not the case for the "confused" ISI names, which are associated with two or more individuals in astronomy and/or physics. Due to name confusion, it is likely than many astronomers are listed twice in the ACD, either two times in the confused-named list, or once in the unique-one list and once in the confused-named list.
Two other files are provided with the ACD. One is an "honorable mention" list of 173 names for those astronomers whose names are in the AST-top-papers list but not in the P&A-100 list, and which have less than 100 citations from the AST-top-papers list. The other is the "honors" list, which correlates the citation data information from the main database with the honors 278 individuals have received for their astronomical work.
A list of the 10 most-cited papers per year, from 1981 to 1996 is provided in this paper (but not in the electronic database). Comparison of the authors' names on the 10 most-cited papers to those names most cited overall shows a good correspondence. Moreover, the papers in the 10 most-cited-per-year list are of a wide range of paper type (e.g., review, data, theory, observation) and are all known to be of high quality.
Hence, the old shibboleth that one can get many citations from publising papers with wrong results is shown to be the myth that it is.
The errors for citations for individuals in the ACD are both random and systematic. Random errors exist in proportion (estimated to be 4%) to the number of citations, owing to the way in which the ISI compiles citations. Systematic errors include errors of omission and comission. Errors in citations owing to -26 -variance in self-citations among astronomers can also affect the statistics at the ∼ 6% level, if one chooses to apply such a criterion to these data. The likely most-egregious error in this database in the eyes of some of the readers of this paper is the use of full citations for each author of a paper. Tests using the papers of top-cited authors in the AST-top-papers database shows that no way we can think of to calculate citations for authors will give the same results. The plain fact is, however, whether one agrees with using full citations or not for astronomers, this is what the ISI gives us in the Web of Science, as well as in the P&A-100 and AST-top-papers lists.
We show that, due to the manner in which citations are assembled by the Institute for Science Information, which maintains the science citations for our field of study, we hurt the impact of our papers if we publish many papers in meeting proceedings, or if our name is confused with those of others.
Two more of our findings are of specific sociological interest. The first is that astronomers who divide their papers among two or more first sets of initials on average publish more papers, have more citations, and have a significantly higher citations/paper ratio than astronomers who publish under just one set of initials.
The second is that there is a very good, but not perfect, correspondence of a person being near the top of the citation list and the chance that person has been honored by her/his peers in U.S. astronomy for life-time achievement. Closer examination of this good correlation reveals that assigning honors to our peers is as human an enterprise as any that we do. The evidence asuggests that anything we do, intended or not, to blur the focus of our papers to our peers has a measurable effect on how we are honored by them.
Such blurring effects can come in several forms: authoring papers using two or more sets of initials; having a name confused with those of others; publishing your papers predominantly in non-U.S.-based journals or meeting proceedings. Other means of blurring the focus of our papers (having high citations, but low cite/pap ratio; mostly publishing in large groups or with more well-known authors; publishing in several different scientific fields) also likely exist.
In a paper devoted to analyzing the citation data for astronomers, it is relevent to note that citation statistics give us but one view of the impact of individuals on our science. This is best evidenced by the most recent Nobel Prize awarded to astronomers, that to JH Taylor and RA Hulse in 1993. Where these two individuals stand in the citation list has little relationship to their scientific impact on our field.
The two ISI databases used in this paper were generated with ISI software and given to this author expressly for the analysis done in this paper. These databases are different from those we can access via -27 -the Web in three ways: ability to specify specific ranges of years for cited and citing papers; kinds of papers cited, and number of citations attributed to each author. The idiosyncracies discovered in the course of this survey of the use of current web-based database for the bibliography of astronomers are detailed.
The full ACD (all three files) will be made available via anonymous ftp from samuri.la.asu.edu, as well as through the Astrophysics Data Center. The top ten papers cited for each year between 1981-1996 are given in this paper. The full top-200 cited papers database produced by the ISI is proprietary (termed "High-Impact Papers in Astronomy") and is available for a fee separately from the ISI.
Since the ACD is a database about the accomplishments of people, any error in the ACD is a serious error. As such, readers are encouraged to contact this writer if errors of omission or comission are found in the ACD. Those appropriate modifications to the ACD that should be made, will be made. It is hoped that with the help of readers, a full unconfused, ACD can be eventually made of cited papers during 1981-1997.5.
Such a list can then act as a baseline against which future investigations of this kind may be made. It also hoped that the lessons learned in this paper about the idiosyncracies of the various electronic databases will aid others in their own searches.
Towards this end, I end this paper by unashamedly borrowing from Jonathan Swift in putting forward a "modest proposal" for eliminating name confusion in our field. We are used to having social security numbers, university ID numbers, shopper ID numbers; each of us is now various numbers in various databases. If this is so, why do we not assign a "publishing ID number" (PID for short) for each person who publishes a paper in our journals? I suggest that this be done, and we start by assigning PIDs to all astronomers who have published papers in the journals in the past. The ACD could be a start, but only a start, as to solve name confusion the process must work iteratively among the ISI, the individuals involved and the ACD. The PID number would then be carried by each journal in the author list (but not necessarily printed out for each paper).
If we, and other scientists in other fields of study, are interested in having a true, honest assessment of citation data for astronomers as a function of time, then the problem of name confusion should be, and can be, solved.
This work could not have been done without the active participation and cooperation of Dr. David Pendlebury of the ISI, who supplied the two ISI datasets used in this study, and who also did a very careful reading of the first draft of this paper. This author owes Dr. Pendlebury much thanks. Conversations with -28 -Helmut Abt, Sandra Faber and Anne Cowley were also helpful in writing this paper. Insightful comments from the editor, Bob Milkey, also greatly helped the presentation of this paper. Figure 1a . Note, as with Figure 1a , the higher median value of citations, and longer tail towards higher numbers of citations for the unique-two astronomers as opposed to the unique-one astronomers. c) Numbers of papers cited for the unique-one, unique-two, and confused names in our astronomer sample. The number of papers cited is binned by 10, and the histogram values are in terms of the fraction of the astronomers in each list, falling in each paper-cited bin. Note the higher median value of numbers of papers cited for the unique-two astronomers relative to those for the unique-one astronomers, and the longer tails towards high values of papers cited for both unique-two and confused-named astronomers. 
